How to Export Tables and Copy/Paste Cells

You can access the data at data.census.gov

STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS:

Step 1: Locate the tables that you want. Right click on any cell in the table. Select ‘Export Table’. Select ‘Export to CSV’ or ‘Export to Excel’. For this example, we will export to Excel.

Step 2: Open the excel file pop up that appears in the bottom left of the screen.

Step 3: The table will open in Excel. Some customizations that were applied to the table prior to export may transfer with the table.
### How to Copy and Paste Cells

**Step 1:** Locate the table you want. Highlight the cells you would like to copy and right click to open the menu. Select ‘Copy cells’ or ‘Copy with headers.’

‘Copy cells’ will copy all highlighted cells without including the headers. ‘Copying with headers’ will copy all highlighted cells with the headers.

**Step 2:** Paste copied cells into Excel. The cells will copy into Excel as a table view.

---

**Our Success Depends On Data Users Like You!**

Visit data.census.gov often, and tell us how we can make Census Bureau data easier to access by emailing your comments to cedsci.feedback@census.gov.
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